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There can be no more exciting urban outdoor activity than throwing a tailgate party. Aside fro

You can consider making your own invitations into a unique way. For example if you will be hav

For great decorations, choose the materials that will match the interests for that someone spe
Create games that would be in accordance with the theme. If your theme for the party is about
The Football Toss: Each child takes a turn throwing a football through a hoop or tire or into

Football Relay Course: For younger children, do simple exercises with them, jumping jacks, run

You can try your skills at a football shaped cake, if you are a little bit artistic and a good

On the other hand, your theme for the party is all about cheer leading, you could try these fa

The Human Pyramid: Make sure to do this either on grass or a soft mat. Help the girls create a

Cheers: Get the girls lined up and teach them some simple cheers. You might even enlist the he

The parking lots of stadiums, traditionally, is where tailgate parties have been held. You can

One of the most important things to consider is food safety. Do not leave unpreserved food out
The very common dishes at parties are grilled and smoked dishes, but perhaps the most popular

A few other things to remember are disposable plates and utensils, napkins, condiments, salt a

Make sure you are allowed where you are going before throwing a party. Know what the restricti
Following these simple tips will ensure you have a great party.
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